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Abstract

In this article, we address transparent Damage Quarantine and Recovery (DQR), a very
important problem faced today by a large number of mission/life/business-critical applica-
tions and information systems that must manage risk, business continuity, and assurance in
the presence of severe cyber attacks. Today, these critical applications still have a “good”
chance to suffer from a big “hit” from attacks. Due to data sharing, interdependencies,
and interoperability, the hit could greatly “amplify” its damage by causing catastrophic
cascading effects, which may “force” an application to halt for hours or even days before
the application is recovered. In this paper, we first do a thorough discussion on the lim-
itations of traditional fault tolerance and failure recovery techniques in solving the DQR
problem. Then we present a systematic review on how the DQR problem is being solved.
Finally, we point out some remaining research issues in fully solving the DQR problem.

Key words: Damage Quarantine and Recovery, Transaction Processing, Data In-
tegrity, Security

1 Introduction

In this article, we address transparent Damage Quarantine and Recovery (DQR), an important
problem faced today by a large number of mission/life/business-critical applications. These
applications are the cornerstones of a variety of crucial information systems that must manage
risk, business continuity, and data assurance in the presence of severe cyber attacks. Today,
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many of the nation’s critical infrastructures (e.g., financial services, telecommunication infras-
tructure, transportation control) rely on these information systems to function.

There are at least two main reasons on why mission/life/business-critical applications have
an urgent need for transparent damage quarantine and recovery. Firstly, despite that significant
progress has been made in protecting applications and systems, mission/life/business-critical
applications still have a “good” chance to suffer from a big “hit” from attacks. Due to data
sharing, interdependencies, and interoperability between business processes and applications,
the hit could greatly “amplify” itsdamageby causing catastrophic cascading effects, which
may “force” an application to shut down itself for hours or even days before the application is
recovered from the hit. (Note that high speed Internet, e-commerce, and global economy have
greatly increased the speed and scale of damage spreading.) The cascading damage and loss
of business continuity (i.e., DoS) may yield too much risk. Because not all intrusions can be
prevented, DQR is an indispensable part of the corresponding security solution, and a quality
DQR scheme may generate significant impact on risk management, business continuity, and
assurance.

Secondly, due to several fundamental differences between failure recovery and attack re-
covery, the DQR problem cannot be solved by failure recovery technologies which are very
mature in handling random failures. (a) Failure recovery in general assumes the semantics of
fail-stop, while attack recovery in general cannot assume the semantics of attack-stop, since to
achieve the adversary’s goal, most attacks (except for DoS) do not allow themselves to simply
crash the system; they prefer hidden damage and alive zombies, spyware, bots, etc. Assuming
fail-stop, quarantineis not really a problem for failure recovery; however, intrusion/damage
quarantine is a challenging research topic in attack recovery and it can make a big difference.
(b) Failure recovery assumes that all operations (e.g., transactions) have equal rights to be
recovered, while attack recovery can never assume “equal rights” because neither malicious
operations nor corrupted operations should be recovered.

Towards understanding and solving the DQR problem, the rest of the article is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we present a comprehensive yet tangible description of the DQR prob-
lem. In Section 3, we do in-depth discussions on the limitations of traditional fault tolerance
and failure recovery techniques in solving the DQR problem. In Section 4, we present a sys-
tematic review on how the DQR problem is being solved. In Section 5, we propose a set of
remaining research issues in fully solving the DQR problem and conclude the paper.

2 Overview of the DQR Problem

We are concerned with the DQR needs of mission/life/business-critical information systems.
Since those information systems have been designed, implemented, deployed, and upgraded
over several decades, they run bothconventionalapplications, which typically use proprietary
user interfaces and application-level client-server protocols [Bir05], andmodernapplications,
which are typically web-bounded running standard Web Services protocols.

Nevertheless, both conventional and modern mission/life/business-critical applications share
some common characteristics: they are typically part of a large-scale, semantically rich, net-
worked, interoperable information system; they are typically stateful and data-intensive; they
are typically 24*7 applications requiring superb business continuity (i.e., availability); and they
typically require guaranteed recoverability (and data integrity).
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Figure 1: Transaction Level Scope of Applications
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Figure 2: The Transaction Model in Concern

Although the DQR problem may be addressed at several abstraction levels (e.g., disk level,
OS level, DBMS level, transaction level, application level), solving the DQR problem at the
transaction level is particularly appealing due to the following reasons. Thetransactionab-
straction has revolutionized the wayreliability, includingrecoverability, is engineered for ap-
plications. Through a simple API interface provided by an easy-to-use transaction (processing)
package which is today an integral part of mainstream application development environments
such as J2EE and .NET, programmers can make applicationstransactionalin a rather auto-
matic, effort-free fashion. And the benefits of making applications transactional are signifi-
cant: “failure atomicity simplifies the maintenance of invariants on data” [SDD85]; a guar-
anteed level of data consistency can be achieved without worrying about say race conditions;
durability makes it much easier for programmers to get the luxury of recoverability.

As a result, the transaction mechanism is embraced by not only database systems [BHG87],
but also a large variety of computer systems and applications [Gra93], including operating
systems (e.g., VINO provides kernel transaction support [SESS96]), file systems (e.g., Camelot
provides transactional access to user-developed data structures stored in files [SDD85]; and
[LR04] argues that transactional file systems can be fast), distributed systems (e.g., QuickSilver
uses transactions as a unified failure recovery mechanism [HMSC88]), persistent object stores
(e.g., Augus supports transactions on abstract objects [LCJS87]), CORBA, and Web Services.

To leverage the strength, recovery facilities, and popularity of the transaction mechanism,
and more important to make the proposed DQR solutions transparent to existing applications,
it is a good idea to develop DQR theories and mechanisms at the transaction level. Since real
world mission/life/business-critical applications typically deploy the transaction mechanism,
transaction-level DQR solutions will have wide applicability.
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2.1 Scope of Transaction Level DQR

In the rest of this paper, we will focus on transaction level DQR problems, models, and solu-
tions. In particular, the transaction-levelscopeof an application and itsenvironmentare shown
in Figure 1. In an information system, the transaction processing components of an application
do not form an “isolated” system. Instead, these components will interact with their environ-
ment, which includes the Physical World, the various non-transactional actions, and the various
types of data sources. Through theseinteractions, inputs are taken, physical world effects can
be caused, and non-transactional attacking actions can “poison” the application’s transaction
scope. Although we are aware that the cyberspace damage and cascading effects can certainly
cause damage in the physical world, this paper will focus on thecyberspaceDQR solutions
which will help minimize the damage caused in the physical world.

Based on how the transaction abstraction is implemented, different real world applications
may deploy different transaction models. In this paper, we will focus on the transaction model
shown in Figure 2. This model is widely used by conventional client-server applications and
the well-known three-tier web applications. Applications running Transactional Web Services
[Bir05] and cross-site “business transactions” (a.k.a. workflows) require more advanced trans-
action models, which are out of the scope of this paper. As we will mention shortly in Section 5,
these advanced transaction models would introduce additional challenges in solving the DQR
problem.

2.2 The Threat Model and Intrusion Detection Assumption

Working at the transaction level doesnot mean that malicious transactions are the only threat
we can handle. Instead, as shown in Figure 1, we allow threats to come from either inside or
outside of the transaction-level scope of applications. Nevertheless, to exploit the application’s
transaction mechanism to achieve a malicious goal, both inside and outside threats need to
either directlycorruptcertain data objects or get certain malicious transactions launched. Out-
side non-transactional attack actions (e.g., Witty worm) may bypass the transaction interface
and corrupt some data objects via low-level (e.g., file or disk) operations. In addition, non-
transactional buffer overflow attacks may break in certain running program of the application;
then the attacker can manipulate the program to launch certain malicious transactions.

Inside the transaction scope,insider attack[Sch05] is probably the most serious threat.
Since insiders (i.e., disgruntled employees of a bank) are typically not savvy in hacking, is-
suing malicious transactions (using a different user account) is typically the way they attack.
Based on the study by [CK96], most (application level) attacks are from insiders. Besides in-
sider attack, (a)identity theftmay literally “transform” an outsider into an insider. (b)SQL
injectionattacks, though currently most used to steal sensitive information, has full capability
to maliciously update data objects. (c) Five out of the top six web application vulnerabilities
identified by OWASP [OWA04] may enable the attacker to launched a malicious transaction.
They areunvalidated input, broken access control, broken authentication and session manage-
ment, cross site scripting(which helps the attacker to steal user name and passwords), and
injection flaws. (d) Finally,erroneoustransactions caused by user/operator mistakes instead of
attacks are yet another major threat to data integrity.

The intrusion detection assumption: We assume that a set ofexternalintrusion detection
sensors will do their job and tell us which operations (or transactions) were malicious or which
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data objects were originally corrupted by the attack. These sensors may be a network-level
(e.g., [Pax99]), host-level (e.g., [FHSL96]), database-level (e.g., [CGL00]) or transaction-level
(e.g., [SFL97, BKTV05]) intrusion detection sensor. These sensors may enforce misuse de-
tection (e.g., [Ilg93]), anomaly detection (e.g., [JV91, LX01]), or specification-based (e.g.,
[KRL97, SGF+02]) detection mechanisms. We assume these sensors are usually associated
with false positives, false negatives, and detection latency. Finally, sensors that detect data
corruption (e.g., [MG96, BGJ00, MVS00]) may also be used.

Remark Although some intrusion detection sensors could raise a good number of false
positives or false negatives, the alarms raised by many intrusion/error detection sensors can
actually beverifiedbefore any DQR operation is performed. (In this way, the negative impact
of false positives and false negatives on the correctness/quality of DQR may be avoided.) For
example, (a) most user/operator mistakes can be easily verified by the operation audit trails. (b)
Many data corruption detectors have 100% accuracy. (c) When a strong correlation is found
between one alertX and some other alerts, alertX may be verified as a true intrusion.

2.3 The DQR Problem/Solution Space

In our view, the DQR problem is a 6-dimensional problem:

• (1) Thedamage propagationdimension explains why cascading effects can be caused
and why quarantine is needed. Although some specific types of damage (e.g., when an
individual credit card account is corrupted) could be self-contained, a variety types of
damage are actually very infectious due to data sharing, interdependencies, and interop-
erability between business processes and applications. For example, in a travel assistant
Web Service, if a set of air tickets are reserved due to malicious transactions, some other
travelers may have to change their travel plans in terms of which airlines to go, which
nights to stay in hotel, etc.. Furthermore, the changed travel plans can cause cascading
effects to yet another group of travelers; and the propagation may go on and on.

• (2) Therecoverydimension covers three semantics for recovery: thecoldstartsemantics
mean that the system is “halted” while damage is being assessed and repaired. (Damage
assessment is to identify the set of corrupted data objects. Damage repairing is to restore
the value of each corrupted data object to the latest before-infection version.) To address
the DoS threat, recovery mechanisms withwarmstartor hotstartsemantics are needed.
Warmstart semantics allow continuous, but degraded, running of the application while
damage is being recovered. Hotstart semantics make recovery transparent to the users.

• (3) Thequarantinedimension covers a spectrum of quarantine strategies: (a) coldstart
recovery without quarantine, (b) warmstart recovery with conservative, reactive quaran-
tine, (c) warmstart recovery with proactive or predictive quarantine, (b) hotstart recovery
with optimistic quarantine, to name a few.

• (4) Theapplicationdimension covers the various transaction models deployed by con-
ventional and modern applications. The uniqueness of each model may introduce new
challenges for solving the DQR problem.

• (5) Thecorrectnessdimension tells whether a DQR scheme iscorrect in terms of con-
sistency, recoverability, and quarantinability.
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• (6) The quality dimension allows people to measure and compare thequality levels
achieved by a set of correct yet different DQR schemes.

2.4 What Transaction Level DQR Solutions Cannot Do

First, although transaction-level DQR solutions will help minimize the damage caused by cy-
berspace attacks in the physical world, they cannot repair physical damage, which is a different
field of study. Second, transaction-level DQR solutions are not designed to patch software
which is another critical intrusion recovery problem. Nevertheless, transaction-level DQR so-
lutions and software patching are complementary to each other. Transaction-level DQR solu-
tions can help quarantine and repair the damage done by unpatched software broken-in by the
adversary.

3 Traditional Failure Recovery Techniques and
Their Limitations

DQR theories and mechanisms draw on work from several areas of systems research such as
survivable computing, fault-tolerant computing, and transaction processing. Among all the
relevant areas, the closest one should be Failure Recovery, which is part of Fault Tolerance
[LA90]. In the literature, failure recovery has not only been extensively studied in data pro-
cessing systems [BHG87, MHL+92, Gra93], but also been thoroughly studied in other types
of computing systems. In [BBG+89] and [MBPR96], operating systems failure recovery is
investigated. In [HMSC88], recovery management in distributed system is investigated. In
[EAmWJ02], rollback recovery techniques for long-run applications are thoroughly discussed.
In [LD97, LD01, Jef85, LL91], checkpoint-based rollback recovery is discussed. In [SS98],
reliability modeling and evaluation criteria are thoroughly discussed. More recently, (a) David
Patterson et al. have proposed the concept of ROC (Recovery -Oriented Computing) [PBB+02]
in which recovery is used as a general technique for dealing with failure in complex systems.
For example, in [CF01] a model of “recursive recovery” is proposed in which a complex soft-
ware system is decomposed into a multi-layer modular self-recovering implementation. (b)
The Nooks approach [SBL03] makes device driver failures transparent to operating systems.

Unfortunately, due to the fundamental differences mentioned in Section 1 between failure
recovery and attack recovery, existing failure recovery techniques cannot effectively deal with
malicious attacks. For example, (a) rolling back the application’s state to a previous corruption-
freecheckpointwill lose all the good work done after the checkpoint. (b) Maintaining frequent
checkpoints [AJM95, MPL92, Pu86] may not work since no checkpoint taken between the
time of attack and the time of recovery can be used. (c) Standy replica systems will not only
replicate good work, but also replicate infection!

With DQR indata processing systemsas the theme of this paper, this section will focus on
failure recovery technologies for data processing systems and their limitations in solving the
DQR problem. In the following, we classify failure recovery technologies for data processing
systems into three categories: transactional undo/redo, replication-based recovery, and storage
media backup-restore, and discuss them in three subsections, respectively.
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3.1 Transactional Undo/Redo

The crux of transactional undo/redo techniques is correcting the application states that are cor-
rupted due to failures. For data-processing systems or data-oriented applications in which
doing read and write operations on various data objects (managed by a set of databases) repre-
sents the main activities, failure recovery is rooted in thetransaction concept[GR93] which
has been around for a long time. This concept encapsulates theACID (Atomicity, Consistency,
Isolation, and Durability) properties [BHG87, GR93]. Data-oriented applications are not lim-
ited to the database area [DLA02, DBSW89, GS89, HMSC88, LS83, NKK86]. The basic
recovery procedure is almost the same for all applications: when a failure happens, a set of
undooperations will be performed to rollback the application’sstateto the most recentcheck-
point, which is maintained through logging, then a set ofredooperations will be performed to
restore the state to exactly the failing point. Nevertheless, the concrete recovery algorithms de-
pend heavily upon how changes are logged. WAL (Write Ahead Logging) is today the standard
approach widely accepted by the database industry. Some of the commercial systems and pro-
totypes based on WAL are ARIES [MHL+92], IBM’s AS/400 [CC89], IBM’s DB2 [Cru84],
Microsoft’s SQL Server [sql], and Oracle’s Oracle Database [ora].

Besides the basic idea of WAL, a set of important enhancements such as (a) using log
sequence number (LSN) to correlate the state of a page with respect to logged updates of that
page and (b) fuzzy checkpoints are proposed by ARIES [MHL+92], the de facto (industry)
standard for transaction recovery models.

Finally, in addition to such standard recovery techniques as WAL, the database industry
has developed various proprietary recovery tools. For example, DB2 Log Analysis Tool [db2a]
allows you to monitor data changes; DB2 Recovery Expert [db2b] analyzes and provides di-
agnostics of altered database assets, and can roll data changes backward or forward; Oracle
Recovery Manager [drd] manages the database backup and restore process; and Oracle Data
Guard creates, maintains, manages and monitors one or more standby databases.

Limitations in Solving the DQR Problem: Although existing transaction recovery
methods are matured in handling failures, they are not designed to deal with malicious attacks.
In particular, first, the durability property ensures that traditional recovery mechanisms never
undo committed transactions. However, the fact that a transaction commits does not guarantee
that its effects are desirable. Specifically, a committed transaction may reflect inappropriate
and/or malicious activity.

Second, although attack recovery is related to the notion ofcascading abort[BHG87],
cascading aborts only capture theread-fromrelation between active transactions, and in stan-
dard recovery approaches cascading aborts are avoided by requiring transactions to read only
committed data [KLS90].

Third, there are two common approaches to handling the problem of undoing committed
transactions: rollback and compensation. (3a) The rollback approach is simply to roll back
all activity – desirable as well as undesirable – to a checkpoint believed to be free of damage.
The rollback approach is effective, but expensive, in that all of the desirable work between
the time of the checkpoint and the time of recovery is lost. Although there are algorithms
for efficiently establishing snapshots on-the-fly [AJM95, MPL92, Pu86], maintaining frequent
checkpoints may not work since no checkpoint taken between the time of attack and the time of
recovery can be used. (3b) The compensation approach [GM83, GMS87] seeks to undo either
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committed transactions or committed steps in long-duration or nested transactions [KLS90]
without necessarily restoring the data state to appear as if the malicious transactions or steps
had never been executed. There are two kinds of compensation: action-oriented and effect-
oriented [KLS90, Lom92, WHBM90, WS92]. Action-oriented compensation for a transaction
or stepTi compensates only the actions ofTi. Effect-oriented compensation for a transaction
or stepTi compensates not only the actions ofTi, but also the actions that are affected byTi.
Although various types of compensation are possible, all of them require semantic knowledge
of the application, and none of them is adopted by mainstream commercial systems.

Fourth, classicredooperations cannot repair damage because they do not reexecute affected
transactions.

3.2 Replication-based Recovery

The crux of the replication based recovery is using redundancy to mask/tolerate failures. Replication-
based recovery does not undo erroneous operations. In data-oriented applications, the repli-
cation idea is embodied through the widely adopted practice of data replication [GHOS96,
BHG87] andstandbydatabases [drd]. In such replicated systems, each request (or transac-
tion) will be processed by all thereplicas in which each data object is replicated. When a
failure happens to the primary database, the responses (or outputs) generated by a standby (or
replicated) database can be returned to the client as if the failure had never happened. (In
distributed computing, the replication idea is embodied through such techniques as RAPS (re-
liable array-structured partitioned service), the state-machine approach [Sch90], and virtual
synchrony [BC91].)

Limitations in Solving the DQR Problem: Both data replication and standy databases
will not only replicate good work, but also replicate infection!

3.3 Storage Media Backup-Restore

The idea of storage media backup-restore is proven very practical and valuable. It is fully
embraced by the IT industry: Computer Associates large enterprise backup solutions [ca],
Symantec LiveState recovery products [sym], the Sonasoft Solution [son], just to name a few.
This idea is complementary to the recovery idea and the replication idea, but in many cases it
cannot achieve fine-grained data consistency, while the two other ideas can.

Limitations in Solving the DQR Problem: Among the data objects included in a
backup, storage media backup-restore techniques cannot distinguish clean data objects from
dirty, corrupted ones.

4 Solving the DQR Problem

In this section, we present a systematic review on how the DQR problem is being solved in
the literature. Although self repairable file systems are proposed [ZC03, GPF+05], most DQR
mechanisms proposed in the literature are transaction-level solutions. So here we concentrate
on transaction-level DQR solutions.
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4.1 The Model

In our model, atransactionis a set ofreadandwrite operations that eithercommitsor aborts.
For clarity, we assume there are noblind writes, although the theory can certainly be extended
to handle blind writes. At the transaction level, an application (e.g., the application types shown
in Figure 2) is a transaction executionhistory. Since recovery of uncommitted transactions is
addressed by standard mechanisms [BHG87], we can safely ignore aborted transactions and
only consider the committedprojectionC(H) of every historyH. We define<H to be the
usual partial order onC(H), namely,Ti <H Tj if <H orders operations ofTi before conflicting
operations ofTj (Note that inH the operations of different transactions are often interleaved).
Two operationsconflict if they are on the same data object and one is write.

In principle, thecorrectnessof a DQR scheme (or solution) can be “checked” either by
the operations performed by the scheme or by the resulted effects. Here, we use the resulted
history of a DQR scheme to study its correctness. In our model, the DQR histories resulted
from a DQR scheme may contain the following information:

• A DQR history may contain two types ofmalicioustransactions, four types oflegitimate
transactions, and one type ofcleaningtransactions: Type 1 malicious transactions are
issued by attackers or malicious code; more broadly, transactions executed by mistake
can be viewed as a Type 2 malicious transaction A legitimate transaction may be ei-
ther aregular transaction or areexecutedtransaction; and both regular and reexecuted
transactions may beaffectedor damagedif they read any corrupted data object. Finally,
cleaning transactions only contain backward or forward overwrite operations, depending
upon how the recovery is performed.

• A classic history consists of only operations, while a DQR history is an interleaved
sequence of operations and data store states. Thedata storecontains all the data objects
that a transaction may access. Thestateof the data store at timet is determined by the
latest committed values of every data object in the store.

• A data store state (e.g., a database state) contains three types ofcorrupteddata objects
and two types ofcleandata objects. Type 1 corrupted data objects are originally gener-
ated by the writes of malicious transactions. Type 2 are originally generated by affected
transactions. Type 3 are originally generated by non-transactional attacking actions out-
side of the application’s transaction scope. Note that a corrupted data object may be read
or updated several times before it isrepaired(a.k.a.cleaned). Type 1 clean data objects
are never corrupted. Type 2 clean data objects are once corrupted, but they are repaired.

4.1.1 Damage Propagation

Based on the threat model, we know where malicious transactions come from. To see how
affected transactions are generated and how the damage spreads, we should do dependency (or
causality) analysis.

Definition 4.1 (dependency graph) As stated in [AJL02], transactionTj is dependent
uponTi in a history if there exists a data objecto such thatTj readso afterTi has updatedo;
Ti does not abort beforeTj readso; and every transaction (if any) that updateso between the
timeTi updateso andTj readso is aborted beforeTj readsx. In a history,T1 affectsT2 if the
ordered pair(T1, T2) is in the transitive closure of thedependent uponrelation. Finally, we
define thedependency graphfor a (any) set of transactionsS in a history asDG(S) = (V,E)
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B 1

B 2
G1

G2G4

Figure 3: Dependency Graph for HistoryH1

in whichV is the union ofS and the set of transactions that are affected byS. There is an edge,
Ti → Tj , in E if Ti ∈ V , Tj ∈ (V − S), andTj is dependent uponTi. 2

Example Consider the following history over (B1, B2, G1, G2, G3, G4):

H1 : rB1 [x]wB1 [x]cB1rG1 [x]wG1 [x]rG3 [z]wG3 [z]cG3rG1 [y]wG1 [y]cG1

rG2 [y]wG2 [y]rB2 [z]wB2 [z]cB2rG2 [v]wG2 [v]cG2rG4 [z]wG4 [z]rG4 [y]wG4 [y]cG4

In H1, B1 andB2 are malicious transactions while the other three are legitimate transac-
tions; rT [x] (wT [x]) is a read (write) operation by transactionT on data objectx; cT is the
commit operation ofT . LetB = {B1, B2}, DG(B) is shown in Figure 3.

Lemma 4.1 In a DQR history, a legitimate transaction is affected if and only if it is in
dependency graphDG(all malicious transactions plus all the legitimate transactions that read
the original version of any Type 3 corrupted data object). Being conservative, we assume all
updates done by affected transactions mayspreadthe damage. 2

4.1.2 Do We Have to Sacrifice Durability?

A main concern people may have on DQR solutions is whether they will compromiseDurabil-
ity, a fundamental property of transaction processing and transactional failure recovery mech-
anisms. In other words, do we have to sacrifice Durability in doing DQR? Fortunately, the
answer is NO. To keep durability, DQR schemes never really need to undo a malicious or af-
fected transaction; instead, they can execute cleaning transactions tosemanticallyrevoke the
effect of a committed transaction. By semantically revoking the effect of a committed trans-
action, we can achieve the following: (a) The effect of a committed transaction will always
be kept durable; we never revoke or reverse any physical effect of a committed transaction on
the persistent storage. (b) A cleaning transaction will change the data store state in exactly
thesameway as a regular transaction performing a set of updates. Because executing regular
transactions will never compromise Durability, executing cleaning transactions (to do damage
recovery) will never compromise Durability.

4.1.3 The Spectrum of DQR Schemes

The concept of DQR histories allows us to see the differences between the ones on the “spec-
trum” of DQR schemes. (a) On one end of the spectrum, astaticDQR scheme will stop pro-
cessing new transactions until every corrupted data object isrepairedor cleaned. (A corrupted
data object isrepairedif its value is restored to the latest clean version before corruption.) So
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since thetime of detection, which is also the time when the recovery starts, the corresponding
DQR history will proceed with only cleaning transactions until the repair is completed. In ad-
dition, affected transactions should be reexecuted; otherwise, DoS is caused. (b) On the other
end, an optimistic,dynamicDQR scheme may do dependency analysis (a.k.a. damage assess-
ment), execute cleaning transactions, execute to-be-reexecuted transactions, and execute new
transactionsconcurrently. (c) Semi-dynamic DQR schemes may certainly stay on the spec-
trum between the two ends. For example, in [YLZ04, LVB06], there is a dedicatedscanphase
during which dependency analysis is performed, butnonew transactions can be executed.

Section organization In the rest of this section, without losing generality, we will focus on
the two “ends” of the spectrum of DQR schemes, that is, we will review static DQR solutions
and dynamic DQR solutions in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, respectively.

4.2 Static DQR Solutions

Static DQR solutions “halt” the database (service) before the repair is completed. Since no
new transactions can be executed during static DQR, the damage will not spread unless there
are incorrect repair operations. Hence, damage quarantine is not an issue in static DQR. As
a result, static DQR has two aspects:damage assessment, which identifies every corrupted
data object, anddamage repair, which restores the value of each corrupted data object to its
pre-corruption version.

In terms of how damage assessment and repair can be done, existing static DQR methods
are eitherdata-oriented[PG98] ortransaction-oriented[AJL02]. Transaction-oriented meth-
ods assess and repair the damage by identifying and backing out affected transactions. In
particular, they work as follows.

• Damage AssessmentBuild the dependency graph defined in Definition 4.1 for the set
of malicious transactions detected. Based on Lemma 4.1, the dependency graph consists
of all and only the affected transactions that have “contributed” to damage propagation.
Assuming that read operations are logged together with write operations, it is not difficult
to build the dependency graph. It is shown in [AJL02] that the log can be scanned
forward only once (i.e., one-pass) from the entry where the first malicious transaction
starts to locate every affected transaction.

• Repair When the damage assessment part is done, scan backward from the end of the
log to semantically revoke (or undo) the effects of all the malicious transactions and
the transactions included in the dependency graph. Note that here the undoes should be
performed in the reverse commit order.

In contrast, data-oriented methods use the read and write operations of transactions to trace
the damage spreading from one data object to another, and compose a specific piece of code to
repair each damaged data object. In particular, data-oriented methods work as follows.

• Damage AssessmentConstruct a specific damage propagation graph in which each node
is a (corrupted) data object while each directed edge from nodex to y is a transactionT
such thatT readsx and writesy. The damage propagation graph can be built by one-pass
scanning of the log.
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• Repair Once the damage propagation graph is constructed, for each data objectx con-
tained in the graph, search through the log to find the latest pre-corruption version ofx.
Then repairx by overwriting the value ofx with the searched version.

Comparison Data-oriented methods are more flexible and better at handling blind writes,
however, composing cleaning code for each data object can be time consuming and prone to er-
rors. Transaction-oriented methods use a cleaning transaction, which can be easily composed,
to repair multiple data objects at the same time, thus they are more robust and efficient.

4.2.1 Maintaining Read Information

Both data-oriented methods and transaction-oriented methods rely on the read-from relation-
ships between transactions. (TransactionT1 reads fromT2 if there is a data objectx such thatT1

readsx afterT2 updatesx, and no other transaction updatesx between these two operations.)
However, the read-from information is not maintained by commercial DBMSes, since such
information is not necessary for failure recovery. As a result, the transaction log maintained by
a commercial DBMS actually does not contain sufficient information for the aforementioned
DQR mechanisms to succeed. Therefore, maintaining the read-from information is an impor-
tant task in engineering practical DQR systems.

In the literature, several representative techniques are proposed to maintain the read-from
information. In [LJL+04], read operations are extracted from SQL statement texts. In par-
ticular, [LJL+04] assumes that each transaction belongs to a transactiontype, and theprofile
(or source code) for each transaction type is known. For each transaction typetyi, [LJL+04]
extracts aread set templatefrom tyi’s profile. The template specifies the kind of objects that
transactions of typetyi could read. Later on when a transactionTi is executed, the template
for type(Ti) will be materializedto produce the read set ofTi using the input arguments of
Ti (Note that these input arguments are embedded inTi’s SQL statements). This method is
transparent to the DBMS kernel, however, in some scenarios it can only obtain approximate
read sets.

In [PcC05], the DBMS is extended to provide support for read triggers. In contrast, com-
mercial DBMSes only support insert/update triggers. This method can obtain the exact read
sets and it has reasonable run-time overhead, but it requires a major extension to the kernel.

In [LVB06], a more aggressive approach is taken to maintain the read-from information. In
this approach, Recovery Manager, the “core” of commercial transaction management systems,
is modified to log reads. In particular, when the system commits a transaction, all the read
information about the transaction will be consolidated into a single log record; then this special
reads-keeping log record will be forced onto the disk together with other writes-keeping log
records. This approach has minimal run-time overhead, but it requires the largest amount of
changes to the DBMS kernel.

4.2.2 Static Repair via History Rewriting

From the correctness point of view, both data-oriented methods and transaction-oriented meth-
ods would result in a history that isconflict equivalentto theserial history composed of only
the legitimate, unaffected transactions. (C(H1) is conflict equivalent toC(H2) if they contain
the same set of operations and they order every pair of conflicting operations in the same way.)
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Nevertheless, the history rewriting framework proposed in [LAJ00] shows that if we relax the
correctness requirement from conflict equivalence toview equivalence, we may even save the
work of affected transactions.

In particular, by exploiting two new semantic relationships between transactions, denoted
can-followandcan-precede, respectively, the history rewriting framework can rewrite every
“infected” history, which always starts with a malicious transaction, to a ready-to-repair history
in which every legitimate, unaffected transaction precedes all the malicious transactions. Such
a rewritten history typically looks like the following. Here,Gi is a legitimate, unaffected
transaction andAGi is an affected transaction. In addition,Fi is called afix. A fix for a
transaction likeB1 is a set of variables read by the transaction given values as in the original
position of the transaction before the history is rewritten.

Gi1...AGj1...Gin...AGjm BF1
1 AGFk1

k1 ...BFl
l ...AG

Fkp

kp

The study in [LAJ00] shows that (a) each rewritten history and the original history will re-
sult in the same final database state, and (b) the work of all the legitimate transactions preceding
BF1

1 in the rewritten history can be saved by executing a specific compensating transaction for
each of the transactions in thesuffixof the rewritten history. The suffix starts withBF1

1 . Note
that the last transaction in the rewritten history should be the first one to compensate, andBF1

1

should be the last one. Since every legitimate, unaffected transaction will precedeBF1
1 , the

work of all unaffected transactions will be kept. Moreover, since affected transactions may
precedeBF1

1 , the work of many affected transactions may be saved as well.

4.3 Dynamic DQR Solutions

In static DQR, new transactions are blocked during the repair process. This prevents static
DQR mechanisms from being deployed by 24*7 database applications. As 24*7 database
applications are becoming more and more common, dynamic DQR solutions that can do non-
stop, zero down-time attack recovery are in demand.

4.3.1 Dynamic DQR Solutions with Reactive Quarantine

To have zero down-time, neither damage assessment nor repair can block the execution of new
transactions. This means that dependency analysis, execution of new transactions, execution of
cleaning transactions, and reexecution of affected transactions need to be done in parallel. To
meet this challenge, people may wonder if the traditional transaction management architecture
needs to be rebuilt. Fortunately, Figure 4 shows that the traditional transaction management
architecture [BHG87] is adequate to accommodate on-the-fly repair. TheRepair Manageris
applied to the growing logs of on-the-fly histories to mark any bad as well as affected transac-
tions. For every bad or affected transaction, the Repair Manager builds a cleaning transaction
and submits it to theScheduler. The cleaning transaction is only composed of write operations.
The Schedulerschedules the operations submitted either by user transactions or by cleaning
transactions to generate a correct on-the-fly history. Affected transactions that are semantically
revoked (or undone) can be resubmitted to the Scheduler either by users or by the Repair Man-
ager. Finally, theRecovery Managerexecutes the operations submitted by the Scheduler and
logs them.
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On-the-fly attack recovery faces several unique challenges. First, since new transactions
may first read corrupted data objects then update clean data objects, the damage may continu-
ously spread, and the attack recovery process may neverterminate. Accordingly, we face two
critical questions. (a) Will the attack recovery process terminate? (b) If the attack recovery
process terminates, can we detect the termination? Second, we need to do repairforwardly
since the assessment process may never stop. The assessment process may never stop since
the damage may continuously spread. Third, cleaned data objects could be re-damaged during
attack recovery.

To tackle challenge 2, we must ensure that a later on cleaning transaction will not acci-
dentally damage an object cleaned by a previous cleaning transaction. For this purpose, the
system should “remember” the data objects that are already repaired and not yet re-damaged.
To tackle challenge 3, we must not mistake a cleaned object as damaged, and we must not
mistake a re-damaged object as already cleaned. To tackle challenge 1, the study in [AJL02]
shows that when the damage spreading speed is quicker than the repair speed, the repair may
never terminate. Otherwise, the repair process will terminate, and under the following three
conditions we can ensure that the repair terminates: (1) every malicious transaction is cleaned;
(2) every identified damaged object is cleaned; (3) further damage assessment scans will not
identify any new damage (if no new attack comes).

From a state-transition angle, the job of attack recovery is to get astateof the database,
which is determined by the values of the data objects, where (a) no effects of the malicious
transactions are there and (b) the work of good transactions should be retained as much as
possible. In particular, transactions transform the database from one state to another. Good
transactions transform a good database state to another good state, but malicious transactions
can transform a good state to a damaged one. Moreover, both malicious and affected (good)
transactions can make an already damaged state even worse. We say a database stateS1 is
better than another oneS2 if S1 has fewer corrupted objects. The goal of on-the-fly attack
recovery is to get the state better and better, although during the repair process new attacks and
damage spreading could (temporarily) make the state even worse. (A state-oriented object-by-
object attack recovery scheme is proposed in [PG98].)

Finally, it should be noticed that from the transaction scheduling viewpoint, on-the-fly
repair introduces new scheduling constraints. For example, (a) when a read operationrT [x] is
scheduled,x must be clean. (b) Conflicting cleaning transactions should be scheduled in the
same order in which they are submitted by the Repair Manager. The order is critical to the
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Figure 5: Proactive Damage Quarantine

correctness of repair. (c) When a cleaning operationwU [x] is scheduled,x must be dirty.

4.3.2 Dynamic DQR Solutions with Proactive Quarantine

From the viewpoint of on-the-fly non-stop recovery, fault/damage quarantine can be viewed as
part of recovery. The goal of damage quarantine is to prevent the damage from spreading out
during recovery. One problem of the solution shown in Figure 4 is that its damage quarantine
may not be effective, since itcontainsthe damage by disallowing transactions to read the set of
data objects that are identified (by the Damage Assessor) as corrupted. This reactiveone-phase
damage containment approach has a serious drawback, that is, it cannot prevent the damage
caused on the objects that are corrupted but not yet located from spreading. Assessing the
damage caused by a malicious transactionB can take a substantial amount of time, especially
when there are a lot of transactions executed during the detection latency ofB. During the
assessment latency, the damage caused during the detection latency can spread to many other
objects before being contained.

The approach shown in Figure 5 integrates a novel multi-phase damage containment tech-
nique to tackle this problem. In particular, the damage containment process has one containing
phase, which instantly contains the damage thatmight have been caused (or spread) by the
intrusion as soon as the intrusion is detected, and one or more later on uncontaining phases
to uncontain the objects that are mistakenly contained during the containing phase, and the
objects that are cleaned. In this approach, theDamage Containerwill enforce the containing
phase (as soon as a malicious transaction is reported) by sending some containing instructions
to theContainment Executor. TheUncontainer, with the help from the Damage Assessor, will
enforce the uncontaining phases by sending some uncontaining instructions to the Contain-
ment Executor. The Containment Executor controls the access of the user transactions to the
database according to these instructions.

When a malicious transactionB is detected, the containing phase must ensure that the
damage caused directly or indirectly byB will be contained. In addition, the containing phase
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must be quick enough because otherwise either a lot of damage can leak out during the phase,
or substantial availability can be lost. Time stamps can be exploited to achieve this goal. The
containing phase can be done by just adding an access control rule to the Containment Executor,
which denies access to the set of objects updated during the period of time from the timeB
commits to the time the containing phase starts. This period of time is called thecontaining-
time-window. When the containing phase starts, every active transaction should be aborted
because they could spread damage. New transactions can be executed only after the containing
phase ends.

It is clear that the containing phaseovercontainsthe damage in most cases. Many objects
updated within the containing time window can be undamaged. And we must uncontain them
as soon as possible to reduce the corresponding availability loss. Accurate uncontainment can
be done based on the reports from the Damage Assessor, which could be too slow due to the
assessment latency. [LJ01] shows that transactiontypescan be exploited to do muchquicker
uncontainment. In particular, assuming that (a) each transactionTi belongs to a transaction
type type(Ti) and (b) theprofile for type(Ti) is known, theread set templateandwrite set
templatecan be extracted fromtype(Ti)’s profile. The templates specify the kind of objects
that transactions oftype(Ti) can read or write. As a result, theapproximateread-from depen-
dency among a history of transactions can be quickly captured by identifying the read-from
dependency among the types of these transactions. Moreover, the type-based approach can be
made more accurate bymaterializingthe templates of transactions using their inputs before
analyzing the read-from dependency among the types.

Other damage quarantine methods (a) In [AJMB97], a color scheme for marking and
containing damage is used to develop a mechanism by which databases under attack could still
be safely used. This scheme assumes that each data record has an (accurate) initial damage
mark or color (note that such marks may be generated by the damage assessment process),
then specific color-based access controls are enforced to make sure that the damage will not
spread from corrupted data objects to clean ones.

(b) Attack Isolation The idea is to isolate likely suspicious transactions before a definite
determination of intrusion is reported. In particular, when a suspicious sessionB is discovered,
isolatingB and the associated transactions transparently into a separate environment that still
appears toB to be the actual system allowsB’s activities to be kept under surveillance without
risking further harm to the system. An isolation strategy that has been used in such instances is
known asfishbowling. Fishbowling involves setting up a separate lookalike host or file system
and transparently redirecting the suspicious entity’s requests to it. This approach allows the
incident to be further studied to determine the real source, nature, and goal of the activity, but it
has some limitations, particularly when considered at the application level. First, the substitute
host or file system is essentially sacrificed during the suspected attack to monitorB, consuming
significant resources that may be scarce. Second, sinceB is cut off from the real system, if
B proves innocent, denial of service could still be a problem. While some types of service
B receives from the substitute, fishbowl system may be adequate, in other cases the lack of
interaction with the real system’s resources may preventB from continuing to produce valid
results. On the other hand, if the semantics of the application are such thatB can continue
producing valid work, this work will be lost when the incident concludes even ifB is deemed
innocent and reconnected to the real system. The fishbowling mechanism makes no provision
for re-merging updates from the substitute, fishbowl system back into the real system.
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In [LJM00, LWL06], these limitations are overcome by taking advantage of action seman-
tics and the dependency relationships between transactions. In this method, as in the case of
fishbowling, whenB comes under suspicion,B is allowed to continue working while the secu-
rity officer attempts to determine whether there is anything to worry about. At the same time,
the system is isolated from any further damageB might have in mind. However, this method
provides the isolation without consuming duplicate resources to construct an entirely separate
environment, allows options for partial interaction across the boundary, and provides data-
consistency-preserving algorithms for smoothly mergingB’s work back into the real system
shouldB prove innocent. Among the partial interaction options, theone-way isolationcon-
cept is particularly interesting. One-way isolation allows being-isolated transactions to read the
newest updates done by (trusted) transactions running on the main database, but forbids trusted
transactions from reading any updates done by being-isolated transactions.

4.4 Quality Evaluation

Correctness does not always imply high quality. Two correct DQR schemes may yield very
different quality levels in the DQR services they provide. In failure recovery, theMTTF-MTTR
model (Mean Time To Failure - Mean Time To Recovery model) provides a neat yet precise
way to gain concrete understanding of the quality of a recovery service which is measured by
MTTF/(MTTF+MTTR), and this quality model has played a crucial role in advancing the theories
and technologies of failure recovery. Unfortunately, due to the reasons mentioned in Section 1,
theMTTF-MTTR model is no longer sufficient for defining the quality of DQR services.

In principle, thequality of DQR services can be evaluated by a vector composed of three
criteria regardingdata integrityand two criteria regardingavailability:

• C1: Dirtinessdepends on the percentage of corrupted data objects in each data store
state.

• C2: Data Freshness When a clean yet older version of a corrupted data objecto is
made accessible during recovery, freshness depends on whether a fresher version ofo is
used by new transactions. Note that one clean version can be much fresher than another
clean version of the same data object.

• C3: Data Consistency Violation of serializability can compromise data consistency no
matter the history is multi-versioned or not.

• C4: Rewarding Availability The more clean or cleaned data objects are made accessible
to new transactions, the morerewardingavailability (or business continuity) is achieved.
The more rewarding availability, the less denial-of-service will be caused.

• C5: Hurting Availability The more corrupted data objects are made accessible to new
transactions, the morehurting availability is yielded. Because hurting availability will
hurt data integrity and spread the damage, hurting availability is worse than letting the
corrupted objects be quarantined.

An important finding gained in reliability evaluation research (e.g., [SS98, Tri02]) is that
state transition models may play a big role in quality evaluation. A state transition model spe-
cific for DQR systems can be the model shown in Figure 6, where in terms of any portion of the
application (e.g., a set of data objects), the system has 6 basic states: they are self explanatory
except that the ‘M’ state means that the portion is Marked as damaged. Ignoring the ‘Q’ state,
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we could measure Dirtiness by(MTTC+MTTM+MTTR)/(MTTC+MTTD+MTTM+MTTR) ; and
Rewarding Availability by(MTTC+MTTR)/(MTTC+MTTD+MTTM+MTTR) . In [WL06], this
idea is well justified in the context of intrusion tolerant database systems through Continu-
ous Time Markov Chain based state transition model analysis and prototype experiments based
validation.

5 Remaining Research Issues and Concluding Remarks

Although DQR is not a new concept, existing attack (or intrusion) recovery research activities
(see Section 4) are still quite limited in satisfying the DQR needs of real world applications,
for the following reasons: (1) A theoretic understanding of the correctness and quality of DQR
schemes is still missing in the literature. Since classic failure recovery theories cannot handle
quarantine or on-the-fly recovery, new DQR theories are necessary to understand the strength
and weakness of existing DQR schemes, inspire the development of novel DQR schemes, and
make DQR a rigor field of study, for example. (2) There is still a big gap in engineering prac-
tical DQR capabilities for real world applications. For one example, Web Services (WS) and
service-oriented architectures have significantly changed the way applications are developed,
but no WS aware techniques have yet been developed to do transparent DQR for WS-based
applications. For another example, existing transaction-level DQR mechanisms either require
major changes in system design or suffer from significant DoS or performance overhead.

Therefore, to fully solve the DQR problem, a holistic approach should be taken to make
an integrated set of innovative contributions on four fundamental aspects of DQR: theories,
mechanisms, applications, and systems.

• New DQR theories should be developed to (a) address quarantine andtransparency, (b)
definequalityof DQR services, and (c) integraterecoverabilityandquarantinability.

• New DQR schemes should be developed to advance the state-of-the-art DQR techniques
from the paradigm of read-write-dependency analysis to the new paradigm of mark-
based causality tracing, which will significantly improve transparency and efficiency.

• Non-blocking repair schemes should be developed to advance the state-of-the-art DQR
techniques, from the paradigm of “clean-then-reexecute” recovery to the new paradigm
of “cleaning-free” recovery, which avoids the overhead introduced by cleaning transac-
tions.
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• New DQR schemes should be developed to advance the state-of-the-art from the paradigm
of “lock-competing reexecution” to the new paradigm of “non-blocking repair”.

• New DQR schemes should be developed to advance the state-of-the-art from the paradigm
of “pre-programmed DQR” to ”adaptive or self-reconfigurable DQR”.

• DQR theories and mechanisms should handle both conventional applications (which
require ACID properties) and modern applications which adopt a weaker consistency
model to make distributed “business transaction” processing (on top of Web Services)
practical, scalable, and efficient.

• From the perspective of system building, complete open-source DQR tools and systems
should be prototyped and evaluated using the appropriate benchmarks.
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